
Starbooks 
Reading Café

 
Tasting Menu 

Snacks: Wishlist Window
shopping

 
 



Starter - a portion of poetry
I'd like to order: 

because 

Main - Gnaw on a novel
I'd like to order: 

because 

Desert- feast on facts
I'd like to order: 

because 

Palette Cleanser - Jokes, Comics
& graphic novels

I'd like to order: 

because 

Café chat
Pick your favourite

line from one of
the poems.

Café chat
Which covers

appeal to you?

Café chat
Share 2 facts and a fib
from one of the books.

Can you find the mistruth
using the books?

Café chat
if you could create a

character for a comic,
what would it be like?



Starter 
~ Poetry ~

poetry ~ literature that evokes a

concentrated imaginative awareness

or experience or a specific emotional

response through language; chosen

and arranged for its meaning,

sound, and rhythm. 

the experience of poetry can offercrucial ‘thinking spaces’ in which toreflect on our lives, therebyenhancing understanding of the selfthrough personal engagement with apoem. ~ Karen Simecek

children's poetry preserves the

rhythms and pleasures of the body

in language and facilitates

emotional and physical

atonement with others ~ Karen

Coates

Book Chat ~
Which poems

appeal to you?

Book Chat ~ areany of thesepoems new to
you?

Book Chat ~ Haveyou discovered anynew poets here?

Book Chat ~ Try

reading a line

aloud to someone



Main 
~ Novels ~

Reading fiction not only develops our

imagination and creativity, it gives us the

skills to be alone. It gives us the ability to

feel empathy for people we've never met,

living lives we couldn't possibly experience

for ourselves, because the book puts us inside

the character's skin.
Anne Patchet

Reading has been shown to put our brains into
a pleasurable trance-like state, similar to

meditation, and it brings the same health
benefits of deep relaxation and inner calm.

Regular readers sleep better, have lower stress
levels, higher self-esteem, and lower rates of

depression than non-readers. - The New Yorker

No book is really worth reading at

the age of ten which is not equally

– and often far more – worth

reading at the age of fifty and

beyond.” ― C.S. Lewis

Book Chat ~
Which coversstand out? 

Book Chat ~Which genreswould you like to
try?

Book Chat ~ Whichbook would youmost like to travel
into?

Book Chat ~ Which

book character

would you most

like to be?



Desert 
~ Non-Fiction ~

Reading is important, because if

you can read, you can learn

anything about everything and

everything about anything.”

— Tomie dePaola
 

There's no such thing as 'too old'for reading aloud. evenindependent readers benefitgreatly from reading aloud with aloved one.
Storybox tales

The more that you read, the

more things you will know. The

more that you learn, the more

places you’ll go.– Dr. Seuss

Book Chat ~
Which coversstand out? 

Book Chat ~Which genreswould you like to
try?

Book Chat ~ Whichbook would youmost like to travel
into?

Book Chat ~ Which

book character

would you most

like to be?

https://quotefancy.com/tomie-depaola-quotes


Palette cleanser
~ Jokes, Comics &
graphic novels ~

Reading graphic novels can improve

comprehension - Graphic novels

have drawings, illustrations, and

sometimes photos, alongside  text

that readers must decode, analyse,

and comprehend.
 

Benefits of laughter ·      Shared laughter is a great way for children to bond with one
another and to adults/parents.

·      It is also something that encourages children to show their
characters, be spontaneous and to be playful.

·      Laughter helps children to think in more creative ways,
even to think laterally. That can only help their learning
processes and problem-solving abilities going forwards.
·      Laughter boosts social skills, self-esteem and evenresilience.

 

The journey of a lifetime

starts with the turning

of a page. ~ Rachel Anders

 

Book Chat ~ 
Read your favourite

joke aloud.

Book Chat ~ Whatthemes can you seein these comics andgraphic novels? 

Book Chat ~ Wouldyou be a hero or avillain in a graphicnovel?

Book Chat ~ What

word play can you

spot in the jokes?


